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ABSTRACT 
  In this paper on find the new Bag-of-Words model based on level Invariant attribute 

Transform. SIFT has been roughly used in comprehensive icon mending applications. quality 

quantization by vector quantization the stage a vital role in bend model, which new process of  image 

words from the high- direction SIFT features, so as to get a feel for to the off beam mode up file 

makeup for the scalable reclamation. permanent trait quantization approaches suffer several issues, 

such as obligation of diagram process education, limited uniformity, and update inefficiency., a 

novel feature quantization method is plan for to expertly quantize each SIFT descriptor to 

discriminative vector, which is called binary SIFT. Our quantizer is autonomous of image collections. 

In next process of , by using  the some bit levels out from BSIFT as code word, the create of  BSIFT 

logically lends itself to get used to to the standard inverted file configuration for image indexing. in 

addition, feature filtering, code word increase, and query aware mask protecting cut the quantization 

error. with no any decided codebook for quantization, our approach. Traditional feature quantization 

approaches suffer several issues, such as necessity of diagram codebook instruction, restricted 

consistency, and stay posted squandering. The most popular method for feature quantization is 

vector quantization. Originally used in lossy data compression, the process of vector level divide a 

great set of teaching SIFT coat tone into non-overlapped groups by clustering. To avoid the existing 

system problems, in this paper, a original feature quantization proposal is wished-for to capably 

quantize each SIFT description to a descriptive and discriminative size of -vector, which is called 

binary process SIFT (BSIFT). In this paper give some approach can be cheerfully applied in image 

search in some resource-limited scenarios. 
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INTRODUCTION 

1.1. GENERAL CONCEPTS 

. The security to the numbers is provided 

using various types of cryptography methods. 

Steganography helps to veil the being of the 

information, so it is not visible to a third party. 

Cryptography helps to encrypt the message. Here 

intruder can see the encrypted message, but it is in an 

unintelligible form, the mutual both cryptography 

and Steganography methods into one system for 

getting a better discretion and security. Square 

approaches for sampling signals or images the case 

rate must be at least two the highest regularity 

present in the signal velocity but the solidness 

percentage is less important. In this paper, 

compressive sensing provides the compression and 

encryption to the data. Compressive sensing is a new 

emerging technology it helps to compress the data in 

a rate higher than the conventional approach. In 

compressive idea, compression and encryption is 

achieved by a single linear capacity. 

 

OBJECTIVE OF ENCRYPTION 

The major range of our plan is to encrypt and 

squash the image with ample auxiliary information. 

behind the encryption checking the process of  and 

reduce process the receiver side compressed image 

capably reconstructed with auxiliary information. At 

the time of renewal process, the original content 

should not personalize.  the balance the speed range 

in sender, waterway provider and receiver side by 

transferring the “rate of speed satisfactory” and 

“bandwidth unsatisfactory “messages. 

 

  ESTABLISHED FOR ISSUES: 

            In this system used in preset, feature 

quantization. Traditional feature quantization 

approach suffers several issues, such as 

necessity of visual allocation instruction, 

limited reliability, and update inefficiency.  

 The most well liked method for feature 

quantization is vector quantization. in the 

beginning used in lossy data compression, 

vector quantization divide a fat set of 

schooling SIFT features into non-overlapped 

team by clustering. 

 SYSTEM DISADVANTAGES 

 important of plan codebook research, 

 classified consistency,  

 fill in shortage 

FUTURE PROCESS: 

 The paper give some idea for system it 

implement a en route for data-independent 

codebook for large scale image search and we 

using a novel feature quantization. 

 To avoid the existing system problems, in this 

paper, process l facet quantization idea for  is 

proposed to efficiently quantize each SIFT 

bit-vector, which is called binary SIFT 

(BSIFT).  Our approach can be gladly applied 

in image search in some resource-limited 

scenarios. 

PROPOSED IDEA ADVANTAGES 

 Condense the quantization loss. 

 Unlimited reliability 

 Update efficiency 
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We analyse an effective way to improve the security 

of image transmission in the channel. 

 

PROBLEM DEFINITION 

At present, the process of computer networks has 

driven new problems with security and run away. The 

speedy growth of computer networks allowed large 

files, such as digital images, to be easily transmitted 

over the internet. The security of digital images 

involves several different aspects, including copyright 

protection, authentication, confidentiality and access 

control. Content confidentiality and access control are 

addressed by encryption, through which only 

authorized parties holding decryption keys can access 

content in clear text. The role of image firmness is to 

cut unimportance and redundancy of the image data 

in order to be able to store or transmit data in an 

efficient form. To overcome this problem we propose 

a new scheme for image encryption and compression. 

 

DISPATCHER: 

 Authentication 

 Select Image  

 Encrypt the Image 

 Compress Image 

 Send Image 

RECIPIENT: 

 Authentication 

 Retrieve Data 

 Decompress Image 

 Decryption Image 

 

 

 

 

PAPER MODULE DESCRIPTION: 

SENDER: 

 validation: 

 The  additional processing  user departure to 

login into the claim then you have to register first by 

providing necessary details. After unbeaten 

conclusion of sign up process, the user has to login 

into the use by only if username and exact open 

sesame.  

 Encrypt Image 

 Once the sender selected the file then that file 

has been encrypted and transfer through the network. 

 apply pressure Image 

The encrypted case is now packed together and it 

will be send to the receiver via network. Initially the 

original file is too large. So that  to do compression 

for the file. Once it receive in the receiver end it will 

decompressed. 

CONCLUSION 

In this paper give to some various and 

techniques for innovation  idea for planned for 

resolve approach is not suitable for other encryption 

methods, such as standard stream cipher or AES/DES. 

In the future, the steadfastness techniques for better 

ratio-distortion performance and compatibility with 

various encryption methods deserve further 

investigation. 

FUTURE ENHANCEMENT: 

The idea for future reference to , examination will 

be performed on developing more packed in bit-

vector depiction in scalar quantization. Moreover, the 

flipping behaviour of bit-vectors of similar SIFT 

descriptors will be explored. Some insights are 

expected to be obtained from this study, which may 
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be beneficial to narrow search scope in soft 

quantization step and improve retrieval efficiency.  

Large amount of lossy solidity applications, to 

represent source outputs using a small number of 

code words. Find the action for every process. 
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